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The Conversa  chair, 
created by Claudio Bellini, 
is an example of design 
at the forefront of world trends,

although its excellent design 
is only an addition to its main feature: 
its  universalism    
The great variety of models, 
each with its own characteristic, 
elegant form, facilitates the furnishing 
of a wide variety of office spaces. 
Conversa  will complement 
each and every one of them. 
It will become an indispensable 
element of the multifaceted office.





an intriguing
variety of features

within one
concise design concept



the characteristic shape
of the back gives the whole line

a striking but coherent look

original, mobile, chromium base
providing maximum stability





universal beauty







Multilocking swivel mechanism provides for a

“rocking” effect for thatextra touch ofcomfort

Features & Functions:

1. seat and back tilt within 16 degrees

(2 degrees forward tilt)

2. back and seat block in 6 possible positions

3. precise and easy to manipulate, smooth

back tilt adjustment mechanism

4. anti-shock mechanism to prevent sudden

impact against the back once the mechanism

is released.

The exceptional variety of the30 different CONVERSA models

provides for multiple possibilities and the coherentarrangement

of all office elements.

6 base models:

› 4-leg frame

› 4-leg frame without arms

› sled base with closed arms

› sled base with open arms

› 4-leg base with castors

› swivel model with arms

5 upholstery models:

› wooden seat and back

› upholstered seat and wooden back

› separate upholstered seat and back

pads

› fully upholstered seat and back pads

› fully upholstered shell

Seat and back construction – flexible

and deformation-resistant plywood

responds easily to the sitter’s

movement.

Stacking up to 4 pieces– stationary chairs may be stored

in vertical stacks to ensure effective use ofthe office space.

Fenders to protect the frame againstdamage in storage.

Soft arms – made ofsoft, highest quality,

pleasant-to-the-touch polyurethane, comprising

a constructional whole with the restof the chair

to guarantee unsurpassable durability.

Thanks to theiropen arms the chairs may be putover the table top

for easy office cleaning (CONVERSA 4 andCONVERSA 6 models).



CONVERSA 1A

CONVERSA family

CONVERSA 1b CONVERSA 1C

CONVERSA 1d CONVERSA 1E

CONVERSA 2A CONVERSA 2b CONVERSA 2C

CONVERSA 2d CONVERSA 2E

ProDeco Design Award

granted by Elle decoration magazine

GIO Award – granted bydutch organization
dESIGNLINK  GS certificate



CONVERSA 3A

CONVERSA family

CONVERSA 3b CONVERSA 3C

CONVERSA 3d CONVERSA 3E

CONVERSA 4A CONVERSA 4b CONVERSA 4C

CONVERSA 4d CONVERSA 4E



CONVERSA 5A CONVERSA 5b CONVERSA 5C

CONVERSA 5d CONVERSA 5E

CONVERSA 6A CONVERSA 6b CONVERSA 6C

CONVERSA 6d CONVERSA 6E
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